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China tax cut to boost
foreign investment
By Paul J Davies in Hong Kong

Foreign companies in China will see taxes on the profits they take out of the country cut

by up to 50 per cent after rules around withholding taxes were relaxed as part of efforts

to encourage more foreign investment.

The move will also apply to dividends paid on Chinese listed stocks to foreign owners

through the Qualified Foreign Institutional Investor scheme, although in both cases the

lower tax rates will apply only to owners in countries with double taxation agreements

with China including the UK.

US companies cannot benefit as they are taxed on a global

basis by US authorities.

The changes could save companies billions of dollars worth of tax payments, which

might initially lead companies to repatriate more profits, but ultimately should provide

incentives for more investments, according to experts at KPMG.

“The bigger picture is that because of the economic situation globally over the past

couple of years, China sees the need to create a friendlier environment for foreign

investors,” said Khoon Ming Ho of KPMG China.

He added the timing was good for companies because it came just ahead of half-yearly

earnings. “This comes just as many companies are applying to make remittances of

their half-year dividends.”

The relaxation of the rules comes after almost a year of consultation between Chinese

tax authorities, tax experts and companies. The effect will be to make it much simpler

and quicker to cut withholding taxes paid on dividends from 10 per cent to as little as 5

per cent, depending on the owner’s country of residence.

Last year almost $65bn worth of dividends were repatriated, according to the State

Administration of Foreign Exchange, which manages the bulk of China’s foreign

exchange reserves. KPMG said official data showed that Rmb45bn ($8.6bn) of

withholding taxes were collected last year, which accounted for more than half of total

corporate taxes paid in China by foreign companies.
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Reductions to withholding taxes were first introduced in late 2009, but the process of

applying for them was complicated, involving approvals from multiple local tax

authorities, and companies had to meet a long list of criteria which the vast majority

failed to satisfy.

But any company that is listed and resident in a country with a tax treaty with China

would now automatically qualify for the relief on dividends from Chinese operations or

wholly owned subsidiaries, according to an announcement released by the governments

of Jiangsu and Tangshan at the end of last week.

The announcement also clarified that the principal owners of Chinese shares held

through the agency of a QFII-approved bank or fund manager would be allowed to

make claims for the tax relief, which previously had been unclear.

Hong Kong, Singapore and the UK all have the full double taxation treaties, as well as

some traditional tax havens such as the Cayman Islands and Luxembourg, but it is less

likely that owners resident in these places will be allowed to claim the reductions,

KPMG China said.

Other countries have more limited reductions in their treaties, while for investors and

companies resident in the US the changes will make no difference.
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